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 What has been developed is now ready for real business: Inovatimetrol (a SP3D measuring stand) and Cad-Metrol (a
CAD/CAM control system). A software manager can put together 2 applications to access all features at one time. Combined

with a number of measuring devices, these applications and the user interface of the TPM offer all the possibilities for this new
generation of measuring devices.Q: DataGrid control - how to display default value? I have a data grid in my application that is
bound to a List. When the list is empty, the data grid displays the default (blank) value. If I set the default value, the data grid
clears it out. Is there a way to display the default value, and how do I get my list to be blank/clear the value? I have tried to set
the value of the column explicitly when the data grid is initialised with an empty list, but that did not seem to work. Thanks,
Mark. A: Create a property to bind to the SelectedValue or SelectedItem property of your grid. You can set the properties on

your grid in xaml or in code behind. If you bind in code behind, you can also set the properties in the Load method of the
datagrid. For example, using DataGrid.SelectedValue Then in code behind grid.SelectedItem = null; You can use an

IValueConverter. I've provided an example of an IValueConverter and it's implementation in a DataGrid in the following
MSDN article: . A. T. Lee, R. G. C. L. Levett and S. R. J. Cot 82157476af
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